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TV’s brightest stars were aligned at

Emmy
Awards held at the Nokia Theater , a

The Latest Technology in Anti-Aging and
Detoxification Hollywood is talking about.

celebration of television’s biggest talents and
the best in televised shows in the everexpanding world of network and cable TV.
Attendees ranged from industry legends like

The 2014 Academy Awards Oscars with
Adrienne Papp

Sunday

night’s

60 th

Primetime

Don Rickles to glamorous
show host Heidi Klum .

model/reality

The 18th Annual Satellite™ Awards By
The International Press Academy
The 2014 Grammy Awards with Adrienne
Papp

After several hours of red carpet fashion
commentary

Winfrey

and

interviews,

Oprah
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kicked off the show as part of the

new 5 co-host format. As the presentations
continued, highlights included Rickey
Gervais taunting Steve Carrell about

About Us

giving back his 2007 Emmy award (Carrell had
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accepted in Ricky’s place last year), Jimmy

Kimmel

Archives

presenting the award for the best

reality show and then leaving the nominees
hanging until after the break (how do you like it

Contact Us

now, Seacrest?), Stephen

Have you Got a Story For Adrienne?

Jon Stewart

Colbert

and

talking NOT about politics,

Privacy Policy

but instead referring to prunes as a personality
reference, winner Glenn Close championing “…complicated, powerful mature women who are also sexy …and can carry a
show,”

Tina Fey

crediting

Julia Louis-Dreyfus

Bryan Cranston looking at his award and
and gorgeous Heidi Klum reigning as the sole

for her win,

saying “She’s bold too, I guess the restraining order has been lifted,”

woman in the heavily contested reality show host category, proving that beauty and brains do go together. There were also
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Ruth Buzzi ,
Martin Sheen also

tributes to popular shows from television history throughout the night, including Laugh In, with original stars

Gary Owens, Jo Anne Worley

Lily Tomlin socking it to the audience.
reprised his role in the Oval Office from the highly regarded Westwing series (and reminded everyone to vote).
and
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Don Rickles winning
the Emmy for Outstanding Individual Performance in a Variety or Music Program for HBO’s Mr. Warmth , the Don Rickles
Another highlight of the show was crowd favorite

Project, based on his career. Rickles accepted the award, his first Emmy, with sincere appreciation and also some of his
legendary quick-witted acerbic humor. “It’s a mistake,” Rickles said. “I’ve been in the business 55 years and the biggest award I

January 2013
December 2012
November 2012

got was an ashtray from the Friar’s in New York.”

October 2012
The big winner was the HBO historical miniseries

John Adams,

which racked up a record 13 overall awards, an

unprecedented breakthrough for a period piece about American politics. It was followed by 30 Rock with 7 Emmys and

Mad

September 2012

Men with 6. 30 Rock picked the Emmy for Outstanding Comedy Series, while Mad Men, a well-appointed and costumed 50s

August 2012

period show about the advertising industry, won in the Outstanding Drama Series category, the first basic-cable series ever to
take the award,

June 2012
April 2012

Alec Baldwin won for Lead Actor in a Comedy Series and saluted Tina Fey as “The Elaine May of
our generation.” Fey herself took Best Actress for 30 Rock. Industry vet Glenn Close was the winner of the Emmy for as

February 2012

Outstanding Lead Actress in a Drama for the FX show Damages,” and Bryan Cranston’s performance in AMC’s Breaking Bad
earned him a surprise win as Outstanding Lead Actor in a Drama.

December 2011

Ever-dapper

October 2011
Other key winners included Paul

Giamatti for his role as John Adams in the miniseries of the same name (who
quipped that it shows that anyone can play the President), Laura Linney as a Lead Actress in a Miniseries for John
Adams, and Jeremy Piven and Jean Smart for supporting roles in Entourage and Samantha Who?
respectively.

August 2011
June 2011

Jeff Probst
and the competition voted off and took the Emmy as best reality series host for Survivor.
In the popular Reality category,

September 2011

The Great Race

was the series winner, while

saw

Heidi Klum

May 2011
April 2011

Josh Groban provided the evening’s sole musical performance, singing a medley of well-known television themes that
ranged from Mission Impossible to The Jeffersons to South Park.

March 2011
February 2011

The night was lavish and fun. The 60 th Emmys glamorous presentation ended with the Governor’s Ball’s everlasting
Cinderella’s glass slipper – galas galore.
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About the Writer:  Adrienne Papp is a recognized journalist who has written for many publications including Savoir, Beverly Hills 90210, Malibu
Beach, Santa Monica Sun, The Beverly Hills Times, Brentwood News, Bel-Air View and Celebrity Society, among many others. She is the President
and CEO of Los Angeles/New York-based publicity companies, Atlantic Publicity and Atlantic Publisher. Adrienne writes about world trends, Quantum
Physics, entertainment and interviews celebrities and world leaders.
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Physics, entertainment and interviews celebrities and world leaders.
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Heidi Klum is really like a goddess. she is definitely my favorite Victoria secret angel.`;;

March 2008

May 1, 2010, 10:19

Angelina Ramirez

Josh Groban is one of my favorite classical-pop singer after Hayley Westenra-”;

Jun 13, 2010, 13:34

Frederick Cossel
Oct 30, 2011, 2:08

Hello! I know this is sort of off-topic however I had to ask. Does managing a well-established
news platform such as yours require a massive amount work? I’m completely new even to
blogging, but I do write in my journal on a daily basis. I’d like to start a blog so I can easily
share my experience and thoughts online. Please let me know if you have any kind of
recommendations or tips for brand new to the Internet, but aspiring people. Appreciate it!

ReplicaÂ Audemars
Piguet Lady Royal Oak
watches

I’m usually reading your site and i actually respect your content. The article has really peaked
my interest. I’m going to bookmark your site and maintain checking for brand spanking new
information. prices

Nov 7, 2011, 3:50
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Sammy Peyer
Nov 17, 2011, 5:41

$100 Free
Feb 11, 2012, 7:58

top pheromones

Its such as you read my mind! You appear to understand so much about this, like you wrote
the book in it or something. I think that you just can do with some % to force the message
home a little bit, but other than that, that is great blog. An excellent read. I’ll definitely be back.

I wanted to show my thanks to you for the brilliant articles on your site. . Many information sites
I have found on this subject are junk or trying to sell me something. Ugh! Im incredibly glad I
found your website and really loved your publishing style. Bless you for your hard work.

It was a very cool blog! Just wanna say gracias for the information you have shared. Just keep
writing this type of article. I will be your loyal reader. Thank you again.

Mar 1, 2012, 22:03

best acne medication
options

This is like my second time stopping by your homepage. I really love the content of your
homepage. It must have taken you a lot of time and effort. Keep writing.

Mar 16, 2012, 3:23

Nisha Perko
May 11, 2012, 3:47

Florance Toevs

I must convey my gratitude for your generosity giving support to individuals who absolutely
need help with this particular niche. Your very own dedication to getting the message all
around was astonishingly functional and have without exception permitted ladies much like me
to realize their aims. The warm and friendly hints and tips can mean a great deal a person like
me and extremely more to my fellow workers. Warm regards; from all of us.

I really enjoy studying on this internet site , it contains excellent content . “You should pray for a
sound mind in a sound body.” by Juvenal.

May 27, 2012, 5:12

Rose Ammirata

I truly enjoy studying on this website , it contains great content .

Jul 21, 2012, 7:40

online
Dec 28, 2012, 7:32

Valentino Shoes

Hey There. I found your blog using msn. This is a really well written article. I’ll make sure to
bookmark it and come back to read more of your useful info. Thanks for the post. I will
definitely return.

below you’ll come across the link to some internet sites that we think you must visit

Jul 14, 2013, 15:58

Trish Mikolajczak
Aug 5, 2013, 19:23

Angelia Benoit
Aug 6, 2013, 22:27

I just want to tell you that I am just new to blogs and truly loved your page. Likely I’m want to
bookmark your website . You actually come with fabulous article content. With thanks for
revealing your website.

Νice pоѕt. I was cheсκing cоntinuously this
blog anԁ Ι am іmргessed! Vеry helpful informаtiοn speсificаllу the last part
info much.
І was looκing fоr thiѕ paгticular іnfo for a long time.
Thank you anԁ best оf luck.
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Howard Mordarski

Nice post. I was checking continuously this blog and I am impressed! Very useful info

Aug 15, 2013, 9:25

I care for such info a lot. I was seeking this particular information for
particularly the last part
a long time. Thank you and best of luck.

Anonymous

How did you make this site look this awesome!? Email me if you get the chance and share
your wisdom. Id appreciate it!

Aug 15, 2013, 9:39

clicky
Aug 15, 2013, 14:18

Anonymous

Hello, I just hopped over to your web site thru StumbleUpon. Not somthing I would generally
browse, but I liked your views none the less. Thank you for making some thing worthy of
browsing.

Usually I don’t read article on blogs, but I would like to say that this write-up very forced me to
check out and do so! Your writing style has been amazed me. Thank you, very nice article.

Sep 2, 2013, 4:11

purificadoras

You should take part in a contest for one of the best sites on the internet. I’m going to highly
recommend this website!

Sep 27, 2013, 14:19

5 Figure Day Review
Sep 27, 2013, 15:02

san diego dentist
resource

Hi, Neat post. There’s an issue together with your site in internet explorer, might test thisâ€¦ IE
still is the marketplace leader and a big component to folks will miss your excellent writing
because of this problem.

Some really superb blog posts on this website, regards for contribution. “Once, power was
considered a masculine attribute. In fact, power has no sex.” by Katharine Graham.

Sep 27, 2013, 16:38

gta 5

Everyone loves it when folks come together and share views. Great blog, continue the good
work!

Sep 27, 2013, 17:20

ib interview tips
Sep 27, 2013, 17:35

Youre so cool! I dont suppose Ive read anything like this before. So nice to locate somebody
with original thoughts on this topic. realy i appreciate you for starting this up. this web-site is
one region that’s necessary online, a person immediately after some originality. useful job for
bringing new stuff for your net!

weight loss tips for
women

Greetings! Very useful advice in this particular post! It is the little changes that will make the
most significant changes. Thanks a lot for sharing!

Sep 27, 2013, 18:00

Hosea
Sep 27, 2013, 18:49

Myntra Coupons

Everyone loves what you guys are usually up too.
This kind of clever work and reporting! Keep up the great works guys
I’ve incorporated you guys to blogroll.

MINT ~finance app~ is wonderful! got my husband involved in our finances and budgeting the
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first day! We both LoVe it!
Sep 27, 2013, 18:50

minecraft mods

You should be a part of a contest for one of the finest blogs online. I will recommend this blog!

Sep 27, 2013, 19:27

cellphone repair

Hello! I’d wish to make a enormous thumbs as much as the superb facts you could possibly
have right here inside this post. I’ll be returning to your weblog for additional soon.

Sep 27, 2013, 19:34

transport car
Sep 27, 2013, 19:47

best ecig

Youre so cool! I dont suppose Ive read anything comparable to this before. So nice to look for
out somebody with lots of original thoughts on this topic. realy appreciation for starting this up.
this web site is one region that may be required on the net, someone following some originality.
beneficial operate for bringing fascinating things online!

As quickly as I detected this webpage I went on reddit to share a number of the love with them.

Sep 27, 2013, 20:30

seo
Sep 27, 2013, 20:35

Bushcraft Courses Kent

When I originally commented I appear to have clicked the -Notify me when new comments are
added- checkbox and now every time a comment is added I recieve 4 emails with the same
comment. Is there an easy method you can remove me from that service? Appreciate it!

bookmarked!!, I like your website!

Sep 27, 2013, 21:01

social commission app

yay google is my queen assisted me to find this great web site ! .

Sep 27, 2013, 22:35

minecraft mods
Sep 27, 2013, 23:46

gta 5 cheats
Sep 28, 2013, 0:05

modem

Good post. I learn something totally new and challenging on blogs I stumbleupon every day. It
will always be useful to read through articles from other authors and practice something from
their websites.

Having read this I believed it was rather informative. I appreciate you taking the time and
energy to put this informative article together. I once again find myself spending a significant
amount of time both reading and commenting. But so what, it was still worth it!

I used to be able to find good information from your content.

Sep 28, 2013, 0:44

Sportwettenabieter
Sep 28, 2013, 5:01

You are my inhalation, I possess few web logs and infrequently run out from brand :). “No
opera plot can be sensible, for people do not sing when they are feeling sensible.” by W. H.
Auden.

I conceive you have noted some very interesting points , regards for the post.
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Sep 28, 2013, 5:02

free itunes gift card
codes

I was looking through some of your articles on this website and I believe this web site is really
instructive! Keep on putting up.

Sep 28, 2013, 6:13

Jewel Downing
Sep 28, 2013, 6:42

Toronto Internet page design Website, Customer Management let website so as to add, view,
remove nicely survey lender statistics as well as , diets buggies, not forgetting down load
trades says. It may based primarily within control panel. People have any brief number of
customer management site, genuinely on a lender as well as , trades commerce. Today we
purpose made customer handling procedures as for lessons online sites containing repository
as for grad student, professor, personnel, as well as , category chaotic statistics; moreover it
got
along
grad
student
as
well
as
,
lender
expense
statistics.
http://www.torontowebdesignseo.com/

seo india
Sep 28, 2013, 7:56

Seo Optimierung
Sep 28, 2013, 8:28

Page Quincy

Hey there would you mind letting me know which webhost you’re working with? I’ve loaded
your blog in 3 different web browsers and I must say this blog loads a lot quicker then most.
Can you recommend a good web hosting provider at a reasonable price? Many thanks, I
appreciate it!

Undeniably consider that that you stated. Your favourite reason appeared to be at the internet
the simplest thing to take into account of. I say to you, I definitely get annoyed while other
people consider issues that they just don’t understand about. You managed to hit the nail upon
the top and defined out the whole thing without having side effect , other folks can take a
signal. Will probably be again to get more. Thank you

I love this blog it’s so funny.

Sep 28, 2013, 10:11

Daniell Bergman

Great post, lot’s of quality information.

Sep 28, 2013, 10:21

home page
Sep 28, 2013, 11:16

The new Zune browser is surprisingly good, but not as good as the iPod’s. It works well, but
isn’t as fast as Safari, and has a clunkier interface. If you occasionally plan on using the web
browser that’s not an issue, but if you’re planning to browse the web alot from your PMP then
the iPod’s larger screen and better browser may be important.

Sondage remunere
Sep 28, 2013, 13:15

Another thing is that while searching for a good internet electronics store, look for web stores
that are continuously updated, preserving up-to-date with the most up-to-date products, the
very best deals, in addition to helpful information on product or service. This will ensure that
you are doing business with a shop that stays atop the competition and provide you what you
need to make knowledgeable, well-informed electronics purchases. Thanks for the important
tips I have learned through the blog.

close window
Sep 28, 2013, 13:26

Hands down, Apple’s app store wins by a mile. It’s a huge selection of all sorts of apps vs a
rather sad selection of a handful for Zune. Microsoft has plans, especially in the realm of
games, but I’m not sure I’d want to bet on the future if this aspect is important to you. The iPod
is a much better choice in that case.
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enstep.com
Sep 28, 2013, 13:39

Zune and iPod: Most people compare the Zune to the Touch, but after seeing how slim and
surprisingly small and light it is, I consider it to be a rather unique hybrid that combines
qualities of both the Touch and the Nano. It’s very colorful and lovely OLED screen is slightly
smaller than the touch screen, but the player itself feels quite a bit smaller and lighter. It weighs
about 2/3 as much, and is noticeably smaller in width and height, while being just a hair thicker.

cheap supra 4 sale blo
Sep 28, 2013, 17:05

tumbshots
Sep 28, 2013, 17:29

Yi Servin

Between me and my husband we’ve owned more MP3 players over the years than I can count,
including Sansas, iRivers, iPods (classic & touch), the Ibiza Rhapsody, etc. But, the last few
years I’ve settled down to one line of players. Why? Because I was happy to discover how
well-designed and fun to use the underappreciated (and widely mocked) Zunes are.

The new Zune browser is surprisingly good, but not as good as the iPod’s. It works well, but
isn’t as fast as Safari, and has a clunkier interface. If you occasionally plan on using the web
browser that’s not an issue, but if you’re planning to browse the web alot from your PMP then
the iPod’s larger screen and better browser may be important.

I savour, result in I discovered just what I was looking for. You have ended my four day lengthy
hunt! God Bless you man. Have a great day. Bye

Sep 28, 2013, 21:45

network inventory

You ought to be a part of a contest for one of the finest websites on the web. I will highly
recommend this web site!

Nov 6, 2013, 18:42

BreermGah
Nov 8, 2013, 21:16

There are numerous sources designed for excellent cooking food information and facts, it can
be difficult to make a decision how to begin. Cooking is an essential part of day-to-day
existence and you will get any possibility to expand your understanding. In this article there are
actually
some
of
the
finest
cooking
tips
gathered
in
one
place.
[url=http://nikeairmax9.freetzi.com]nike air max 90[/url]
When you are concerned with the potential of hair thinning, you could add Selenium to your
day-to-day supplements. It really is a crucial mineral which is essential to healthy hair and nail
growth. You may also receive this health supplement via ingesting brazil nuts. A single nut
provides
the
daily
recommendation
of
your
source
of
nourishment.
[url=http://nikeairmax9.freetzi.com]nike air max 90[/url]
Do you have a look at oneself in a public mirror and notice how oily your skin layer appears?
Don’t be anxious. Rip away a spot of bathroom papers, and dab it on the skin to experience
the essential oil and sparkle. The tough bathroom document is a superb blotter, and you look
image best yet again. [url=http://nikeairmax9.freetzi.com]nike air max 90[/url]
Use veggies in non-traditional approaches to maximize the amount your youngsters eat.
Employing fresh vegetables in recipes that usually do not demand them, such as lasagna or
homemade pizza, can certainly make mealtime exciting for the kids as it provides a amount of
assortment. Eating greens will never be so poor should it be within the foods they enjoy.
[url=http://nikeairmax9.freetzi.com]nike air max 90[/url]
Now that you know how to search for a work, you with any luck , have a lot less anxiousness
regarding the whole process. Now it”s a chance to place all your expertise to utilize! Take
several of the techniques specified previously mentioned and you are certain to have the task
you would like shortly.Job Suggest That You Don’t Desire To Miss Usually do not care for your
personal enterprise when you find yourself at your workplace. Just use your break time unless
it is an complete requirement. Even when your supervisor is lax on this tip you must not make
use of it. You will get a lot of value by exhibiting that you are able to control your way of life
suitably. [url=http://nikeairmax9.freetzi.com]nike air max 90[/url]
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